
 
Why FridgeMate?
 Australian made

  3 Popular sizes
 Unique adjustable fridge &
 freezer system
 Robust polyethylene cabinet
 Superior insulation
 Evakool refrigeration technology
 5 year national warranty

EvaKool’s FridgeMate offers an affordable 
combination of portable refrigeration technology 
and robust durability. NOW with digital controls

FridgeMate boasts a strong and robust, fully insulated, polyethylene
cabinet designed to offer maximum performance in our harsh climate.

The unique design of the FridgeMate Fridge*Freezer offers you the
flexibility to adjust the capacity of both the fridge and freezer
compartments. Your FridgeMate can function as a fridge, as a freezer 
or as a fridge*freezer combination ... the choice is yours.

FridgeMate by EvaKool

16 Enterprise Street, Caloundra
Queensland, Australia 4551
Tel:  +61 7 5492 7777  |  Fax:  +61 7 5492 7733
Email: sales@evakool.com
www.evakool.com
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The 12 Volt
Fridge Specialists



AVERAGE HOURLY POWER USAGE AT 32˚C – AMPS/HOUR

Compressor
Size

Ambient
Temperature

Fridge
Setting

Power*
Usage

EVAKOOL
EDC 25

32˚C + 4˚C
- 16˚C

1.3 to 1.5
2.0 to 2.5

*Power usage dependent on many factors including:
- Ambient temperature
- Required fridge temperature
- Temperature of fridge contents
- Fridge Setting - High, Medium or Low

FridgeMate by EvaKool

YEAR
NATIONAL
WARRANTY5

1Adjustable Fridge/Freezer Compartments.
External dimensions include all fittings.
EvaKool reserves the right to vary specifications and fittings

SPECIFICATIONS

Model

GFM 55 551 780 480 490

1020 460 430

880 500 575

21.0

24.0

25.5

701

951

GFM 70

GFM 95

Weight
kg

Compressor 
Size

L W H

Capacity
(Litres)

External Dimensions
(mm)

FEATURES

 

Silent, reliable, efficient operation

High, medium and low settings
 User friendly digital controls

 

Low voltage protection 

Will operate on angles up to 30 degrees 

Self diagnostic fault system 

 Proven low power usage for longer battery life

WHAT KEEPS YOUR FRIDGEMATE COLD?

 Fully insulated polyethylene cabinet minimum 
45mm thick ... does not need a cover

 Will continue to freeze in Australia’s hottest 
conditions - cooling capacity up to 60°C below 
ambient

 
Deep enough to stand average wine bottle upright

Unique adjustable fridge freezer system

 
Easy access to contents with removable baskets

 

 
Drainage bung for easy cleaning 
Will not rust or corrode 

Marinising protection option available for marine use

 Lightweight but sturdy

 Quality fittings, handles can be used as tie down points

 

OUR PROMISE

Peace of mind with Australia’s leading portable fridge 
warranty

 5 year no fuss warranty

 Nationwide service support

Evakool
EDC
25


